
drink wash hands food / eat toilet

friendanimals sand water

climbrun swing slide hide and seek

roll help more

great / goodrest / sleep walk play

Starting with hand
flat near eye,
fingers pointing
up, thumb forward.
Close fingers to 
thumb. May be done with 
one or both hands.

Walk pointer
and middle
fingers across
palm of other hand.

With both hands
spread, palms
facing upwards,
at waist height, move each
hand in outward circles.

Point thumb
upwards from
fist.

musicdrive shop

With both
pointer fingers
extended from
fists and pointing
forward, rock hands
in an arc; together, apart
and then back again.

Hold one hand
flat, fingertips
pointing sideways,
palm up. With
thumb extended sideways
from fist, tap fist onto the 
palm of your other hand twice

With fists a 
small distance
apart (as
though holding a steering
wheel) move hand forward.

flying fox

Form loose fists,
palm forwards,
above head directly above
shoulders. Move both hands
forward in a large downwards
sweeping arc; together,
apart and then back together.

ball fort

Move spread,
cupped hands
towards each
other twice.

home / house

finish

C hand shape
brought down
in the shape
of a turret or 
tower of a castle. 

Start with flat
hands, palms
downwards,
touching at fingertips to 
form a triangle. Draw hands 
down as though outlining the 
roof and walls of a house. 

Use these sign language images to communicate using 
Auslan.  People who use Key Word Sign are using Auslan.  
The symbols can be used to encourage your child to tell 
you what they have just done or what they want to do. 
To learn more about Auslan, visit www.SignPlanet.net

Move hand
up to mouth
in a cupped shape, 
as though holding a cup.

Tilt fist, with
thumb raised
and pointing
upwards, from side to side.

Rub hands 
together as in 
washing them.

Move hand,
with thumb
touching fingers,
towards mouth twice.

Tap the blade
of flat hand
(palm facing your chest)
with pointer finger tip twice.

With pointer
and little finger
pointing and
thumb touching the fingers,
move hand forward.

Starting with
thumb pointing 
upwards from fist, slide thumb
down fingertips, opening 
fingers slightly as you do. 

Stroke edge of
curved pointer 
finger down cheek
twice, palm forward.

With one hand
holding the
other fist bounce
hands downwards twice.

With
both hands 
in a fist at sides,
one further forward
than the other, move 
hands in circles so back 
fist comes forward and
front one back and so on. 

With both hands
in a fist at your
sides, move hands, 
simultaneously,  forwards 
and backwards twice. 

Slide fingers
of bent hand
down the
outside of your
other, downwards
bent hand.

With hands
clawed, palms
facing forward,
move first hand
up in an arc, then the other
hand, then first hand again.

Point both
index
fingers
and rotate
arms around
each other.

With right
hand cupped
on left, palms
together, move
hands forward.

Hold hand
clawed, palm
towards chest.
Move hand forward,
away from chest slightly.

With both hands
flat, start with one
pointing upwards
and blade of pointer
against nose, the
other pointing forward in front of
body, palm sideways.Move hands
together to meet in front of you.
Blade of top hand ends on pointer
finger of other hand. 
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